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#SaveStudent
Newsrooms
Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
Just last week the Free Press joined
in on the movement, #SaveStudentNewsrooms, a group of college newspapers across the country have banded together to spread awareness about
the need for financial and editorial
independence for student-run publications.
Melissa Gomez, the editor-in-chief
of The Independent Florida Alligator,
who worked with other students to
create this movement, contacted the
Free Press about this movement. The
announcement of this campaign came
at a time when the financial status
of the Free Press was not clear. The
Student Senate had voted in favor of
a proposal to disband the organization as a 501(c)(3) at a meeting in
late March. However, parliamentary
procedures were not followed for this
vote, so it was redone at their most recent meeting on April 20. After a long
discussion, the Student Senate voted
to table the vote for this proposal until
the fall.
As a student journalist, I felt the
need to jump at this opportunity to
join others in this cause. College
newspapers across the country have
been facing a threat to their independence.
Most notably, an instance that compelled Gomez to start the movement
was when news broke about the Daily
Campus, the student newspaper from
the Southern Methodist University in
Texas, was being absorbed into the
journalism department and the pa-

per would no longer publish. Dallas
Morning News reported on this in early April. They spoke to Kylie Madry,
the editor-in-chief of the Daily Campus, who said that the future of their
paper looks bleak. Madry stated that
their last hope was to get a large donation to help keep the paper running.
Gomez recognized that there was
a general need for people to be more
aware about the importance of student
newspapers. There is now a Facebook
group for student journalists from
across the country, to come together
to show why college newspapers are
invaluable, and that they cannot perform their duties without complete
independence.
Student journalists are the future
news reporters of the country. There’s
no better platform to learn about this
career than to join a student-run publication. News is something that will
always remain, whether it be in print
or online, and it’s the current students
who will be the ones to provide you
the news.
College newspapers are also unique
in the fact that we have access and insight to a university that no other publication has. Since college newspapers
have a focus on their university and
the surrounding community, we get
the chance to provide a more in-depth
coverage about our institution. Local
publications may cover college activities, but it is the college newspaper
that is the expert on the student body.
What’s also unique here is that we are
all students ourselves, and what better
way to represent a university than to
have these articles written by the stu-

dents themselves.
Journalists are facing a tough environment in this day and age, with the
frequent mention of “fake news.” We
must train those going into this field,
to be prepared to handle an extremely
challenging job. A student newspaper
is the perfect starting point for those
with an interest in journalism. It gives
them their first real experience, better
preparing them for a future career.
With this being said, college newspapers are facing tough times ahead.
It continues to be a struggle to recruit
advertisers for our print publication,
as most news is digital. Plus, a sad
truth is that most college students that
I know outside of the paper, never
pick up a copy of the Free Press. What
they don’t realize is that we exist for
the students and the university community.
Student-run newspapers all across
the country are facing these problems.
So as a part of the #SaveStudentNewsrooms movement, independent
college newspapers are asking for
donations from outside organizations
or individuals. These donations will
help fund the invaluable experience a
college newspaper can give students.
If any of you would like to support
the Free Press, and our work in serving our community, we have a donations page set up with GiveCampus,
which you can also find a link to on
our Facebook.
I am not alone in my view of the
importance of student journalism, and
I encourage all of you reading this
to read the other editorials published
by students across the country. These
students are the future of news in this
country. For a platform to read the editorials, visit: savestudentnewsrooms.
com.
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Student-led event educates about gun violence
Thinking Matters joined MGSC to provide a platform for students
Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
On the nineteenth anniversary of the Columbine High School shooting, USM Thinking Matters partnered with the Maine Gun
Safety Coalition (MGSC) to provide an educational platform for students, faculty and
community members. The Walk-In Against
Gun Violence event was created to teach the
community about gun violence policies and
to join together to make Maine a safer place.
The event coincided with spring break
for many public schools, so the MGSC organized for a walk-in aimed at high school
and college students. Rebecca Nisetich, the
Honors Program Director, explained that
calling the event a walk-in was to combine
a walk-out and a teach-in.
It began with opening remarks in Hannaford Hall, with speakers including Nisetich and Omar Andrews, the President
of Husky Vets, a chapter of the Student
Veterans Association at USM. Afterwards
a walk-out was organized for attendees to
walk together around the Portland campus.
The event included several teach-in
breakout sessions, all facilitated by USM
or high school students, to inform the attendees about recent gun violence issues
and encourage discussion. “The teach-in
seminars are educational opportunities that
provide students with context and tools to
understand the conversations we’re having,
as a nation, around gun violence, gun control and mental health issues,” Nisetich said.
Shaman Kirkland, current Chair of the
Student Senate, led one of the first sessions
covering the topic of domestic violence.
Other sessions touched on the subject of
suicide, school safety, the Second Amendment and race. The second half of the event

switched to a focus on what actions can be
taken to combat gun violence.
Ed Suslovic, from the Board of Directors of the MGSC, stated that the walk-in
connected with the theme of Thinking Matters, an annual student research symposium,
since they were talking about policy proposals and how to turn them into active policies.
“USM opening up and broadening Thinking Matters to include this event is a great
example of a public institution of higher
learning doing exactly what it should, which
is provide a space for people to learn and
become educated,” Suslovic said. Nisetich
added that she thought the events worked
well together because they both provide students with opportunities to use their education in real-world contexts.
There were two key points that Suslovic
wanted everyone who attended to take away
from the event, “That they are not alone in
their passion and commitment to addressing
this issue,” and that regardless of age, anyone can get involved. “I don’t care how old
you are, you can make an impact,” Suslovic
said.
He added that the fight against gun violence is now in the hands of the younger
generation, noting the student survivors
from the Parkland shooting as an example.
“My generation has had plenty of time to
solve this problem, and we haven’t,” said
Suslovic.
This sort of thinking was mirrored in
the event, as the discussions were all student-led. USM faculty and members of the
MGSC were there to provide support and
guidance where needed, but ultimately, the
event was in the hands of the students who
participated.
“It’s really not our place at this point to

Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography
Shaman Kirkland led a group discussion at the USM Walk-In Against Gun Violence, along
with Leroy Rowe, a Professor of African American History and Politics at USM.

tell these students what they should do and
what they should focus on,” Suslovic said.
“We’re there to support them, but it’s their
movement now.”
Suslovic stated that USM is the first college in Maine to form a college chapter of
the MGSC. Last year, he added, when there
was a proposed bill to allow carrying of a
concealed weapon at public universities in
Maine, was when this chapter was formed.

Kirkland was present at the hearing for the
proposed legislation, expressing his objection to it. Suslovic felt that he saw this
student-led movement against gun violence
last year, and that the walk-in continues the
student efforts.
“This is truly led by students, for students, because they are the ones to be the
changemakers.”

Providing USM with an education in social justice
New minor program can be combined with a variety of majors
Sam Margolin
Staff Writer
Four USM professors worked together
to bring a Social Justice minor to USM.
It was just recently approved and will be
available for students in the fall. The new
program will be housed within the Geography-Anthropology Department. The four
professors who created and organized the

minor are: Lorrayne Carroll, Associate
Professor of English and Women and Gender Studies; Lydia Savage, Chairperson of
the Geography-Anthropology Department;
Susan Feiner, Professor of Economics
and Women and Gender Studies; and Julie Ziffer, Associate Professor of Physics.
They are all part of the faculty organization
effort as well as the development of the
degree requirements. Together they have

created a interdisciplinary minor program
that draws knowledge from a seemingly
endless number of possible disciplines and
subjects.
The new minor program is available to
any undergraduate student and is built on a
foundation of many different subject matters such as Women and Gender Studies,
Sociology and Economics. Students are
able to choose courses from many different

major programs. By allowing classes from
different subjects, the options for learning
are less limited and can provide students
with a wider view of the social justice field
of study. The further development of the
minor includes the search for more faculty who are willing to offer their courses
within it. Many courses at USM have the
ability to relate to a social justice issue and

See JUSTICE on page 5
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allow students to make connections across
different departments.
“We have a tremendous amount of work
to do as far as reaching out to faculty from
other programs,” Savage said. “There are
so many more courses that we could use
and offer but we don’t want to include
them without asking the faculty’s permission.” The faculty outreach that is taking
place currently at USM will help expand
and promote the minor.
Along with the wider range of subject
matter offered, two of the faculty organizers, Ziffer and Feiner, were awarded a
three-year education grant through the National Education Association to organize
and offer a series of social justice courses.
This opportunity for students allows them
to take short half or one-credit courses that
are called “pop-ups.”
“We have had pop-ups around events
that were not even organized by USM.
They dovetail with social justice criteria,”
Carroll said. “For example, the first pop-up
we had this fall was a day at the Women’s
Economic Summit held at the statehouse.”
The pop-ups do not run full semesters
and usually include attending a social justice event. For example, David Everson, an
Assistant Professor of Sociology at USM,
created a pop-up class around the MaineWabanaki REACH organization, a Native
American advocacy group. REACH stands
for reconciliation, engagement, advocacy,
change and healing. The students attended
three events, met once to discuss a final
paper, and received one full credit for their
work. These classes are pass/fail and tuition free, meaning that students can take
them without paying anything. The grant

Berkeley Elias / Staff Photographer
Chairperson of the Geography-Anthropology Department, Lydia Savage, with Associate
Professor of English and Women and Gender Studies, Lorrayne Carroll.

also compensates the faculty member who
is teaching.
According to the USM website, the
minor focuses on providing students with
both the theoretical and the applicable
tools that social justice requires. This
means that students will learn not only
how to become informed and active citizens of the world but will also know the

history of diverse human experience that
has lead the human race to its present social position. Exploitation, injustice, domination and resistance and access will all
be subjects that help explain social justice
as a field of both research and praxis.
If students have an interest in social
constructs, economic access and opportunity and social and cultural production,

the new social justice minor can help students expand knowledge and learn to become and active participant in the social
constructs of the world. Carroll described
how important it is for students not only
to engage in, “not just critical study, but
ethical study.”
Other colleges and universities across
the country are beginning to see the value
and relevance of social justice education.
USM’s minor program was built using
models such as Merrimack College’s Social Justice program that began in 2013.
According to their website, students at
Merrimack are not only engaged in the
classroom but also are required to intern
with a community-based or nongovernmental organization, as well as participate
in Social Justice Week. By connecting
with the community and becoming active
in local, state and national social issues,
students develop a more integrated learning style and become active in more ways.
The faculty organizers outlined the importance that support and connection has
to do with the social justice field of study.
By engaging in community efforts and trying to better the lives of others, students
sometimes neglect to take care of themselves. Maintaining a certain level of care
and concern for yourself while engaging in
the betterment of society can be exhausting and dangerous.
“How we navigate the individual, personal and political and maintaining a certain level of care for yourself when you’re
doing this kind of work is also an important part of teaching social justice,” Carroll said.

Making college and science a reality for local children
4H STEM Ambassador program pairs students with schools
Cooper-John Trapp
Staff Writer
The 4H STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math) Ambassadors is a
program putting college students in classrooms to teach children about science in an
engaging and inspiring manner. The program was started five years ago by Sarah
Sparks, a science education professional at
UMAINE Cooperative Extension, the program, which is unique to the University of
Maine system, is a network of partnerships
between universities and the communities
they foster.
Hands-on, interactive scientific exploration projects are facilitated by the student
educators with household items like aluminum foil, marshmallows and food dye to

foster curiosity and interest in the STEM
field among young students.
This year, over 50 USM students took
part in the program. Last year, 49 students volunteered 980 hours of service
and reached 500 youth in the area. The 4H
STEM Ambassadors at USM is run by Lauren Porter, a junior social work and political science major and student associate in
the Office of Service-Learning and Volunteering.
Sites can be selected from anywhere in
the state of Maine— within walking distance from USM, convenient to the bus
line in Portland or all the way up in Fort
Kent. Common sites for this program include classrooms, after-school programs or
youth-serving agencies like the Boy’s and
Girl’s clubs, the Portland housing authori-

ty, Gorham Recreation and public libraries.
Each lesson typically leads off with a
10 minute introduction, followed by 40
minutes of the hands-on project and then
10 minutes to synthesize the lesson. The
4H STEM Ambassador program primarily
counsels third through fifth grade children,
but the program is can be used with children up to the eighth grade level.
Participants are expected to prepare their
curriculum for an hour each week during
the program, which lasts for the first six
weeks of each semester. Overall, the total
time commitment for students over the six
weeks is about 20 hours.
Taylor Canastra, a biology and secondary education major and former STEM
Ambassador, says, “Going into it I was
wary because I didn’t really know anything

about offshore winds but they made it very
easy for us. The kit you get has everything
you will need in it including a binder with
lesson plans/activities to do with the kids
utilizing the materials provided… .”
Students with any major can take part in
this, because the program focuses on not
just science but creativity, critical thinking
and group collaboration. David Champlin,
chair of the biology department, stated
that, “consequently, some non-science majors are some of the best participants.”
Monique Butoto, a former participant,
adds, “This project has helped me in a short
period of time to learn how to adapt quickly in an environment that challenges one to
be patient but also strategic.”
See SCIENCE on page 6
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Champlin was an early adopter of the
program. When Sparks brought the program to USM, he was there at the first
meeting they had. “I connected immediately,” Champlin says, and has included it
as an option in his classes ever since.

Often, however, students and professors
have concerns about taking up the program
in their course because of, “this hurdle, the
notion of ‘that’s gonna be a lot of work
and I’m already buried, I’m already going
full-tilt,’” Champlin explained. However,
Champlin elaborated that the Office of

“When USM students study in college, they are
beginning learners, which is scary. But, in the
grade schools they are the experts.”
-David Champlin
Chair of the Biology Department

More than half of the over 50 USM students involved come from service-learning
integrated classes, like Champlin’s.

Service-Learning and Volunteering exists
to help students with the work.
USM professors can incorporate the
program as an option in their class. For ex-

ample, a professor could offer for students
to participate in the 4H STEM Ambassadors program instead of taking a mid-term.
Which, Champlin points out, equals less
papers to grade, saving them time.
Ultimately, he stated, “It’s a professor’s
job to provide these excellent maximum
value educational experiences, and the fact
that a staff member is here makes it easy
for professors to do a great job.”
The mentors themselves grow, too.
Champlin says, “When USM students
study in college, they are beginning learners. Which is scary. But, in the grade
schools they are the experts.” Champlin
continued, “Some students think they are
shy, but when in a position to do so, they
find its actually just a lack of experience.
And with that practice they soon become
comfortable.”
For student’s unsure of their future career, being a 4H STEM ambassador gives
them the opportunity to explore. Some stu-

dents who are current science majors decide to be teachers after getting involved,
while others, as a result of working with
youth, strongly conclude the opposite. The
value of college is the opportunity to explore careers to try and see which you like,
Champlin adds.
If students are nervous about fitting
anything else into their schedule on top of
classes and employment, there are various
options such as programs on the weekends
or during the evenings. Students can pick
sites per their schedules and get reimbursed for transportation costs.
Anyone interested in participating in the
program can contact the Office of ServiceLearning and Volunteering at: usm.maine.
edu/service-learning-volunteering/4-hstem-ambassadors or in person at 4 Payson-Smith.

USM students engage in aquaponics research
Finding ways to provide sustainable food sources world-wide
Elizabeth Trudel
Staff Writer
The Department of Environmental Science and Policy has installed elaborate
aquaponics systems in the basement-greenhouse of Bailey Hall. This was created to
promote sustainability and clean-water research, while also engaging students in essential hands-on applied science.
Robert Sanford, the head of the Environmental Science Department states, “The
aquaponics greenhouse research project
was built specifically for student use.” Over
the course of the 2017-2018 school year,
environmental science students have been
working on aquaponics research alongside
Dr. Karen Wilson, particularly in her research and analytical methods course she
taught in the fall. Although the aquaponics research has been the main focus of the
class, the department is currently seeking
small aquaponics projects to integrate into
future environmental science and policy
courses.
In August of 2017, the greenhouse aquaponics project was kick-started with a
generous $25,000 donation from Poland
Spring/Nestlé Waters North America, and
support from the Maine EPSCOR project
SEANET, a network of interdisciplinary researchers along the coast of Maine to help
advance sustainable ecological aquaculture.
The aquaponics systems were built in
the summer of 2017 and consist of two
250-gallon setups, each with a 150-gallon
fish tank attached to a “swirl tank” to filter fish waste, connected to an 18-square-

foot grow bed. The systems also include
two 45-gallon fish tanks attached to two
4-square-foot grow beds.
The grow beds contain clay pebbles instead of dirt. Sanford explains that clay
pebbles are effective in retaining moisture
which is important as they are trying to collectively maximize the efficiency of the water supply. They are also porous and lightweight, which improves the aeration to the
root systems of the plants and they also improve drainage which prevents rotting and
promotes healthy root-systems.
The grow beds contain a multitude of different plants which are traded and sold to
Sodexo.
Sanford states that the setup uses blue
nile tilapia fish which are originally from
Africa. The fish were infants when the project started and have since matured significantly in size. Sophomore Environmental
Science major, Kayla Curtis, states, “The
most interesting part about the aquaponics
research project this far has been watching
the fish and plants grow bigger and stronger
everyday.”
Sanford explains that the fish are fed fishfood to produce ammonia-rich waste, which
accumulates in the water. The effluent-rich
water is toxic to the fish in high concentrations, but they’re essential for plant growth,
so the wastewater is pumped to the grow
beds. The bacteria that is cultured in the
grow beds helps to break down impurities,
and as a result, nitrogen remains, which is
an essential nutrient for plants. The plant
roots filter the water which now contains
nutrients for the fish and is pumped back

Elizabeth Trudel / Staff Writer
The new aquaponics system is housed in the basement greehouse of Bailey Hall, to provide USM students with a hands-on experience in sustainability and clean water research.

down to the fish. The cycle then repeats itself. Sanford states, “Our ultimate goal is to
make the systems as sustainable as possible.” He expresses that aquaponics research
is crucial because it is a potential world
food source.
Sanford states that Maine is planning to
install a multi-million-dollar aquaponics
center in the future and views this project

as an opportunity for USM students to gain
the skills and knowledge needed to succeed
in the ongoing efforts to meet sustainable
food needs. He expresses that he is excited
to see all of the different research experiments that students will be able to conduct
over the coming years.
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Bryan Waring’s guide through Dante’s Inferno

School of music composer is hot for Nashville graduate study
Jamela Lewis
Staff Writer
Picture yourself in a dark castle high upon
the Scottish hillside, as you rest comfortably
in a tall red velvet chair alongside Draculthe Master of Ceremonies. Sounds gothic?
Bryan Waring’s senior composition on
Sunday, April 15, 2018 fulfilled a partial
degree requirement for Bachelor of Music
Performance. The eerie theatrical program
was “a pleasant surprise,” says Waring’s
mother, Bonnie. The Corthell Concert
Hall located on the woodsy USM Gorham
campus was the quintessential location
befitting the hellish operatic overtones
that played into the night from 8 p.m. to
approximately 9:30 p.m.
With friends, family and 35 supporting
musicians at his fingertips, Waring directed
his show through the gates of hell into
Dante’s Inferno, the prevailing theme. In a
pre-performance interview Waring made it
clear that his intentions to include “elements
of opera, death, Broadway, rock and roll,
and jazz” for the subliminal background
connected the “nine Circles of Hell.” It’s
tempting not to label the recital as a play
or concert since a few pieces of music
involved at least five other instruments
in addition to a piano or two. Vocals were
exchanged between a chorus and a quintet
as Waring made a ghostly passing through
Circle I-Limbo into Circle V-Wrath.
Waring’s theatrical directing skills came
into focus for Circle V-Wrath. The foreign
film, Crude was shown without a movie
screen against bare organ pipes. Waring
was inspired to write the score while
participating in a study abroad exchange
in Scotland. He said, “I stumbled upon a
crew filming a movie about a man who had
just found out he lost his job and all that
he felt about the whole situation was selfdestructive.” The creepy, distorted sounds
of dripping and psychedelic colorful shapes
against tall organ pipes created a chilling
effect. A close-up of a slow blinking eye
would appear as the sounds grew louder.
Post intermission was a daring walk
across hot coal. Waring continued the path
down Dante’s Circle VII-Violence and
vocalist, Megan Mayfield was in sync. She
sang a beautifully haunting title named
“Bae,” that featured a disturbing message

about a rape including suicidal flare. The
show culminated at Circle IX-Treachery,
with a lyrical promise that “There Will Be
No Miracles Here, Now.”
Waring produced the majority of music
for the presentation that was over five
years in the making. Dr. Daniel Sonenberg,
Waring’s music teacher said, “Bryan is such
a dedicated hardworking student that I have
no doubt about his future capabilities.”
Sonenberg was asked, What is the one
thing that Bryan doesn’t know that you
want him to know before he takes off for
his graduate program at Belmont University
in Nashville? He responded, “Take in this
moment. Take this night and savor it because
successful musicians will have to suffer a lot
of disappointments before the ‘Big One’,”
hinting for Waring not to be absorbed by
heartaches.
Twenty-one-year-old Waring has long
moved past years of heartaches, overcoming
eating disorders and loss of friendships. It’s
no wonder Bryan Waring Goes To Hell is
similar to the representation of a phoenix
rising from the ashes rebuilding his selfimage so as to gain a stronger self-worth.
His family and friends are awestruck
with his progress, but his sister Karenna
gracefully stated with confidence that “I
know him really well. He’s my brother
and I know what he is capable of.” Bonnie
somberly told of Waring’s tough childhood
having to be bussed to schools across town
and how the commute weighed heavy on
Waring’s psyche.
Waring was adamant about crediting his
bandmates. According to a music school
freshman named Jake, “Waring might be a
senior, but he never used that as a position of
hierarchy. He’s just a really good friend and
I learned a lot from him.” Nashville may not
know what’s coming but Waring is ready. He
and his family did a reconnaissance mission
to the cross-genre music capital shortly
after the winter subsided. His father Gene
confided, “It was an interesting day when
we went down there, and they had just come
out of a freeze and nothing freezes there.”
Waring
showed
enthusiasm
for
contributing to the pop music scene and
explained it has the largest market potential
over opera. “Think about it. Where there’s a
market there’s a demand. Can you imagine
paying five dollars for a Beyoncé concert?

Jamela Lewis / Staff Writer
Music performance senior, Bryan Waring, poses in a Corthell practice room with his sister
Karenna. Karenna and Bonnie Waring (Bryan and Karenna’s mother) supported Bryan
throughout his five years at USM and they continue to support him in his pursuit of graduate studies in Nashville.

In Scotland I got into an opera for as little
as five bucks.”
The after-party gave prominence to fresh
fruit, spicy wings and a buttercream-filled
cake. Colleagues of USM School of Music
joked with one another while the band
members rolled up their sleeves and
loosened their ties. Waring and
Karenna posed for photos with
glee while Bonnie made sure
everyone in the room was
offered a slice of cake.
When asked what is
your favorite snack?
Waring
responded,
“Cocktails.”
Graphic by:
Orkhan Nadirli
Chief Design
Officer
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Students create a Thoreau study room

“I took a walk in the woods and came out taller than the trees”
Nora Ibrahim
Staff Writer
A study room in the library of the Gorham campus
was transformed into an artistic space to celebrate the
bicentennial of the famous essayist, Henry David Thoreau.
A pop-up course called Thoreau 200, taught by Professor
Lisa Giles, celebrated the opening ceremony of the new
study space by students reciting works of Thoreau.
Giles articulated what went into this short course,
“students attended a day long symposium with Thoreau
scholars, creative writers and journalists and experts on
rural economics. Also required were two class meetings
and time spent on the final project--design and creation of
the Thoreau Room in the Gorham library.”
The renovation of this study room is not new; rooms
one and two have already undergone this change. Emma
Cost, a sophomore majoring in environmental planning
and policy, stated that the students of the environmental
department in 2016 designed the first room. In this room,
there is a large mural of a vibrant green forest with water
coupled with a wooden bench handmade by the students.
Cost added, “The room is open for anyone to use.” The
second room has followed the environmental theme, titled,
“The Gorham Forest.” This project was different from
rooms one and three, an installation created by a student
for their Bachelors of Fine Arts (BFA).
The project of changing the study rooms began by two
environmental professors who said to Ed Moore, the
Coordinator of the Gorham Learning Commons, “the
rooms are boring.” Moore explained that the process of
proposing a design change for the study rooms had a few
guidelines a student must follow. Then, the students and
Moore would work to create a proposal to send to David
Nutty, the Director of Libraries and University Librarian.
Lastly, he emphasized that it is good to have a faculty

Nora Ibrahim / Staff Writer
Study room 3 in the Bailey library on the Gorham campus is
open to anyone who wishes to use it. The creative aspects
of the transformed study room, much like study rooms
1 and 2, are ideal places for students to focus and draw
inspiration during their work.
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Nora Ibrahim / Staff Writer
Students of Professor Lisa Giles’ pop-up course, “Thoreau 200” reinvented study room 3 in the Bailey library on the
Gorham campus. Upon completion of the project, the students held an opening celebration to commemorate both the
completion of the study room and the bicentennial of Henry David Thoreau. Students recited Thoreau’s work, as well as
their original Thoreau-inspired work created during the course.

guiding them. Moore elaborated further onto announcing
the benefits of having such projects:
“The students strengthen their connection to USM. The
Library gains some very cool and lively rooms. I enjoy
working with students and am pleased to facilitate these
projects. It has been personally rewarding to me. The
designs are permanent so the students leave a special
legacy to USM.”
Giles added that it took a lot of time to create the room
‘Thoreau 200.’ The students, who have read works of
Thoreau in the opening ceremony, also have been part of
the craftsmanship of the renovation. Ginny Majka, a junior
majoring in environmental planning and policy, said that
she helped with designing the symbolic tree of paper
mache of colorful paper, patterned paper and Thoreau’s
pages of his work. Majka communicated why she prefers
to use the decorated rooms instead of the plainer one
because “they feel less institutionalized.”
Majka spoke of why she selected the work in which
Thoreau talked about his experience on Mount Katahdin.
She said that reading his book, “was like being guided
through the woods.” Furthermore, she analyzed his
experience as being “out of his element and an accurate
description of how it feels to get to the summit.”
Brie Williams, a freshman majoring in history and geo-

anthropology, had recited the first quote in the opening
of Thoreau’s essay, Walking: “I wish to speak a word for
Nature, for absolute freedom and wildness, as contrasted
with a freedom and culture merely civil,--to regard man
as an inhabitant, or a part and parcel of Nature, rather
than a member of society.” Williams stated that this quote
inspired her to look further into his works.
Williams noted her role in the construction of this
project as a photographer of the four images hung in the
room. She added that the pictures are of the Gorham woods
surrounding the campus. This element, as she explained it,
is similar to the concept of bringing the outside, inside.
Williams was asked why a tree has been selected to be the
iconic visual of the room; she said that the colors of the
trees symbolize fall; she added, “A lot of his writing is
based in fall.”
Moore has emphasized the idea that he is open to new
ideas of how the rooms can be redecorated in artistic ways
to encourage and aid students’ learning. He said that if
a student is interested in making a change in the Group
study rooms located in the Gorham Library of USM, “all
they need to do is to talk to me, and we will go from there.”
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Environmental justice for all
Emily Norman
Staff Writer

On the evening of Thursday April 19th, the film Marathon
for Justice was screened in the lecture room of Bailey Hall on
the USM Gorham campus as a part of this year’s convocation.
The Convocation theme this year is Race and Participatory
Democracy. The film, produced by Empathy Works, details
the history of the United States and its environmental racism.
This is a term first coined by Robert D. Bullard in the early
1980’s to describe how the government has a history of putting
environmentally dangerous things - such as refineries, deposits
of hazardous waste, etc. - in areas with high populations of
people of color.
Not only has this problem affected African American
communities, but it also has heavily affected populations of
Latinos and Native Americans throughout the country. The
film particularly highlights the environmental racism against
African Americans and Native Americans, as it details largely
African American-led environmental justice protests in
Philadelphia, the protests at Standing Rock, and the struggles
the Navajo people face in the southwest, where many of them
live without running water and with very little access to clean
water in general.
The idea of environmental justice which all of these people
strive toward, was born in Warren County, N.C. . It was there
that the government decided to dump harmfully contaminated
soil, which rightfully enraged the citizens. Robert D. Bullard,
one of the leaders of the actions against the dumping of the soil,
created the term “environmental racism” at the time to describe
what was happening as the government willfully chose to
put dangerous materials into a largely African American
community against the desires of those who lived there.
However, despite the many movements and protests that
have happened since those in Warren County, not much has
changed with environmental racism in the country. We see
this in full effect in the African American neighborhoods in
Philadelphia with rapidly increasing rates of asthma and lung
problems, at Standing Rock, at the homes of the Navajo still
affected by uranium poisoning and without regular access to
safe drinking water and in South Dakota where the Lakota still
fight for their rights to the Black Hills.
The fight against environmental racism only appears
to be becoming harder with recent actions by our current
administration against environmental protection laws and
regulations. This only enables more companies and factions of
the government to continue environmental racism rather than
enacting change to help those who need access to things that
should be basic human rights, such as regular access to clean
air and water.
One of the scariest facts presented by the film was that only
three states - Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and California - have
laws that guarantee their citizens a right to clean water. This
seems completely outlandish and pretty terrifying, especially
coming from Maine, a state where, as one of the panelists and
professors here at USM, Dr. Sandy Wachholz, reminded us has

A&C
Listings
Monday, April 23
Selections from American Bedroom
USM Portland Campus
Glickman Library
Starts: 6:00 p.m. / Ends: 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 24
USM Vocal Jazz Ensembles, Taylor O’Donnell
USM Gorham Campus
Corthell Concert Hall
Starts: 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 25

Photo courtesy of Empathy Works

some of the best, cleanest public drinking water in the country.
Another interesting point made by Wachholz was that in her
research, she found that the USM students she spoke to gave
the school an F when it came to environmental awareness and
education. She also mentioned that Portland has levels of lead
in its soil that is 400 percent higher than where it should be.
This leads to many health issues for those in the city as they
come into contact with the lead, most often through the air.
But these problems did not come without methods of actions
against them. Wachholz spoke about gardening and planting
flowers like sunflowers to help absorb the lead in the soil, as
well as working to better winterize our homes to save energy
as well as money.
Another interesting issue raised by another member of the
panel, Dr. Julien Murphy, was the rise of domestic violence
against women in communities affected by such environmental
racism. Her work in women’s studies and philosophy has lead
her to conclude this, as she saw that more women in affected
communities were victims of violence from their partners
or other men in their lives. She also compared the way in
which western society has traditionally used and abused the
environment to the way it subjugated women.
Overall, this event provided a significant understanding
of the country’s history of environmental racism. Seeing the
people themselves who are so greatly affected by air and water
pollution really hits home, as faces and stories are put to the
issues we often hear about and often have become calloused to.
Anyone concerned with social justice issues, women’s issues,
combating racism, or protecting the environment, should do
some research or view Marathon for Justice.

What caught your eyes and ears this week? Let us know! maryellen@usmfreepress.org

Stanley Kubrick, James Bond, and Designing
the “Playboy” Imaginary
USM Portland Campus
211 Wishcamper
Starts: 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 26
Quality Tomorrow (Us Tonight) Musical
Theatre Revue
USM Gorham Campus
Corthell Concert Hall
Starts: 7:30 p.m.

Friday, April 27
Jenny Van West: Happiness to Burn Album
Release Party
Mayo Street Arts
10 Mayo Street
Starts: 7:00 p.m. / Ends: 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 28
Jawahir Middle Eastern Music Ensemble
Mayo Street Arts
10 Mayo Street
Starts: 8:00 p.m. / Ends: 10:00 p.m.

Want to submit an event?
maryellen@usmfreepress.org
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Freedom of speech laws in Canada
Maverick Lynes
Staff Writer
As a Canadian, I have experienced
some people’s surprised faces when I tell
them “hate speech” is a legitimate law in
Canada. Canada still provides freedom
of speech, just to a different extent than
America does.
Many Canadian officials have been
quoted saying that freedom of speech is an
American concept. This point is reinforced
by section one of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedom which states free expression is limited by, “such reasonable
limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society.”
The modern era is seeing a dramatic shift
regarding freedom of speech, meaning that
free speech is no longer entirely absolute.
It has become more debated regarding what

is classified as hate speech and what is still
protected by free speech.
In Canada, hate speech is criminalized by
section 319 The Criminal Code of Canada;
it is meant to counter racism and bigotry.
The law was put in place to prevent the
incitation of violence and the promotion
of hatred. Cases regarding section 319 are
relatively rare and even require the consent
of the attorney general to press charges,
which is something very few other sections
require.
However, there is still plenty debate
within the country whether the law has
made Canada a more harmonious nation or
if this law has farfetched hopes. Nonetheless, this law promotes compromise and
even a more communal country.
In America the most vile and hateful
speech is protected under the constitution.
American’s have absolute freedom, from
fighting for their right to new legislation to
voicing your displeasure regarding a particular group, both are protected.
This particular debate on which is better,
absolute freedom or controlled freedom,

will continue to be prevalent for a long
time.
I would not put myself firmly on either
side of the debate; I believe that both realities are essential. The discussion for
absolute freedom is apparent, you live in
a free country and you do have the right
to your own opinion and views. The debate over hate speech is that every citizen,
despite race, sexuality or spiritual beliefs
deserves to feel safe in their country. I do
believe that hatred can cause people to feel
as though they are in significant danger and
these laws help impede that.
When it comes to hate speech and the
controlled freedom it insinuates, where is
the line drawn? That is the grey area that is
hard to differentiate. I believe that is why
requiring the attorney general’s permission
to lay charges is a crucial feature of the law.
I will admit that I am biased to my home
country and I support the law of hate
speech. While you live in a free country, it
is free for all the citizens surrounding you
as well. Freedom to express is an essential
component of both countries that we take

for granted. If you feel as though implementing hate speech into your own countries laws would impose on your rights, I
believe you need a different outlook on the
real values of free speech. Why would taking away the power to promote hatred and
encourage violence make your country less
than others?
Primarily, I believe you have the right to
a peaceful protest of an issue you are passionate about; do you need to be passionate
about hatred? With all the hate that seems
to be in the world today, enforcing something that would help eliminate just a bit
of that hate does not come off as such a
bad idea
With that being said, when it comes to
hate speech and the controlled freedom it
insinuates, where is the line drawn? That
is the grey area that is hard to differentiate from, but I believe that is why it is so
crucial to require the attorney general’s
permission.

Prevention of tick
borne illnesses

some alarming news, he decided to better protect himself against tick-borne illnesses. Notice his light colored, tucked in
clothing covering his arms and legs.
Movie Night Ken is super excited that
Indeed, news headlines such as, “It’s
winter is over because he loves hiking. He Tick Season-Know Your Enemy” (Forbes),
knows to prepare by carrying plenty of wa- “Health departments urge residents to beter, sunscreen and snacks, but after reading
Lynn G. Howard
FNP-C

See TICKS on page 11

Photo courtesy of Hannah Perry

Perspectives
From TICKS on page 10

ware of ticks” and “Lyme cases in Maine
spiked again in 2017 to another record”
(Lawlor, 2018) are almost enough to scare
you from going outside! But, fortunately
there is abundant information regarding
the scope of the problem and prevention
of related illnesses. In researching for this
article, I found these sites particularly useful: www.ticksinmaine.com, and www.
TickEncounter.org.
Did you know?
Ticks are arachnids (like spiders and
mites) and there are many types (15!)
found in Maine.
The most concerning is the Ixodes scapularis (aka, deer tick, black-legged tick)
because it can transmit bacteria and other
organisms that can causes such as Lyme
disease.

your shirts and socks in.
Use insect repellents, specifically DEET
which is available in many brands of repellent that work against ticks. Keep in mind
that special precautions should be used
when applying DEET to children (AAP
2018).
Pre-treat your clothing with a product
that contains permethrin that repels and
kills ticks and remains effective through
several wash cycles.
Protect your pets with repellents and
Lyme vaccines as recommended by your
vet.
Get in the habit of inspecting for ticks
after being outdoors. Showering can remove unattached ticks.
Dry your clothes in a dry for 10 minutes
on high heat to kill ticks.
Remove attached ticks promptly with

“Ticks do not hang from trees, jump or fly. They
climb. They attach to your clothing near the ground
and crawl their way up to an area where you might
not notice them as readily, such as the upper back
or neck.”

- Lynn G. Howard
FNP-C

Ticks do not hang from trees, jump or
fly. They climb. They attach to your clothing near the ground and crawl their way up
to an area where you might not notice them
as readily, such as the upper back or neck.
Deer tick nymphs are tiny, the size of a
poppy seed, and most active in June and
July. Then they become adults and are active through the fall but can continue at
any time temperatures are above freezing.
We not only have to protect ourselves
against Lyme disease but also anaplasmosis and babesiosis, which are deer tick related diseases.
What to do?
Make it more difficult for a tick to get
attached: wear light colored clothing, tuck

sharp tweezers.
For more information: http://www.ticksinmaine.com/prevention/tick-removal.
You can send a digital photo of your tick
to Tick Encounters, www.tickencounter.
org
If you experience a rash, headaches, fever and flu-like symptoms after a recent
tick bite, see your healthcare provider right
away!
For more information about Ticks, check
out:
•
www.cdc.gov/ticks/
•
www.maine.gov/dhhs/mecdc/infectious-disease/epi/vector-borne/
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Sustainability and ME

Plant for
Pollinators

Asia DiBenedetti
USM Sustainable Food Eco-Rep
Spring is here (hopefully!) and you may
be thinking about your summer garden.
While all those fruits and veggies are certainly something to look forward to, don’t
forget to thank your pollinators by planting some pollinator friendly plants in or
around your garden. Bees play a key role
in sustaining our agricultural industry and
therefore feeding us all.
Saving the bees has been a hot topic in
recent news but how concerned should you
be? How could little bees make such a huge
impact? Well to tell you the truth, bees provide pollination to a majority of our crops
allowing them to reproduce. According to
Greenpeace, without the help of bees, we
would lose one third of our crops leaving
us with not way to pollinate them. Since
2006, 40 percent of commercial honey
bees have been lost in the U.S. alone and
another 45 percent in the UK since 2010.
With human populations increasing in size
and appetites, these dire circumstances are
not sustainable. Hunger is still a problem
not only in the U.S. but all over the world
and will continue to worsen if we cannot
maintain our agricultural resources.
So, why are bees dying? Pollinator
habitats are physically and chemically destroyed. Majors sources of this destruction
bee include unsustainable, industrial agricultural practices; parasites and disease
and climate change. Industrial farming
practices utilize chemical pesticides that
have adverse effects on bees reproduction.

This exposure to toxic pesticides limits
bees ability to resist certain parasites and
diseases. Climate changes such as increasing global temperatures, rainfall patterns
and extreme weather events also play a
major role in bee habitat alteration.
What can you do? While saving bee
populations from extinction sounds like a
heavy task for one individual, it will really
take collaborative effort to make the most
impact. This is not only true for preventing
bees from being extinct, but also for many
other serious threats to our environment
facing our world today and in the future.
This spring, try planting some pollinator
friendly plants in your backyard or garden
like alfalfa, asters, buckwheat, daisies, forget-me-nots, goldenrod, mints, mums, red
clover, sunflowers, sweet milkweed, fruit
trees such as apple or plum and raspberry
or blueberry bushes.
You can also help bees by supporting
your local farms but signing up for CSA or
visiting a farmer’s market. Also, don’t forget to check out USM’s edible Food Forest.
The Food Forest is located on the Portland
campus just outside of Luther Bonney near
the picnic tables. Looking for seeds? Just
bring your USM ID to the front desk of
Glickman library and ask to see the seed library available at no cost to USM students,
staff and faculty.
Want to learn more about sustainability
and get involved at USM? Visit https://usm.
maine.edu/sustainability to learn more.
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Crossword

The solution to last
issue’s crossword

Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Easy
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: FP Writing Staff

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

G BFTC W CXWPYDJ EPTYDGFU KXVGUFXI
CGYD XVQXEGWPPJ KXXQ QTEBXYV.
And here is your hint: C = W

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

Aldrich
Hallowell
Ibrahim
Lewis
Lynes
Margolin
Norman
O’Connor
Paolucci
Pike
Rogers
Smith
Tewksbury
Theriault
Trapp
Trudel
Vogel
Wheeler

USM Community Page
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People of USM: Sarah Holmes
international AIDS posters
in 1992. She wanted to help
raise awareness and to protect
Becoming the Assistant the LGBTQ+ community, so
Dean of Students is a job that she got involved in student
Sarah Holmes loves, espe- government, the campus allicially being able to help out ance group, and participated
with Title IX, the federal law in Dialogues for Diversity as
that prohibits discrimination an undergraduate. As a graduagainst anyone based on sex. ate student of Adult Educa“I am a very proud product tion, she also worked as the
of USM education, it has so Tradebook Assistant for the
much potential for so many USM Bookstore and later on,
people.” Holmes said. She the Administrative Assistant
also participates in the Cam- and Assistant to the Area Dipus Safety Project, a part of rector of Portland Hall. She
the Center for Sexualities and was also the first coordinator
Gender Diversity (CSGD), of the LGBTQ+ Resource
and founded the USM Safe Center at USM when she was
Zone Project when she was a graduate student, along with
an undergraduate student at advising the alliance student
USM.
group and helped coordinate
Holmes majored in history not one, but two Northeast
with a minor in art history Regional LGBTQ+ Student
because those were the things Leadership
Conferences.
she enjoyed and they taught That later resulted in many
her how to be a writer. How- on-campus shows of support,
ever, she later went on to get like the Portland Campus
her Masters in Adult Educa- Drag Queen Show.
tion because of the staff that
After graduating from
had an impact on her educa- USM, Holmes was chosen
tion and she wanted to help as a Vaid Research Fellow
people too. Holmes said, “It for the National LGBTQ+
is hard work, but something Task Force (NGLTF) Policy
Dionne Smith / Community Editor
I’m good at.” She now helps Institute that was located in
to prevent violence on cam- New York City. For the most Sarah Holmes speaking on stage at the 18th Annual USM
pus and helps students who part, her work was focused on Royal Majesty Drag Show & Competition
have had experience with the experiences of LGBTQ+
similar types of violence and youth in the K-12 educa- differences in a relationship Holmes has been a staff
and school experiences with member of USM for almost
seventeen years. Most of HolLGBT.
mes skills for her work now
Holmes
worked
at
USM
“I am a very proud product of USM
for about six years as a Co- lie in logistics, programming
education, it has so much potential ordinator for the CSGD. Her and making other’s ideas hapjob later expanded when she pen. She has also now started
for so many people.”
became the Assistant Director a Ph.D program in public pol- Sarah Holmes
of Student Life and Diversity icy and education leadership.
and in 2014, as she also had According to Holmes, she
USM Dean of Students
oversight of the Wellness Re- hadn’t seen herself working
life changing experiences that tion. This brought about her source centers and had a more the job she has now when she
could negatively affect stu- articles that were published active role in the Campus first started at USM, as it was
dents work. “Collaboration is in the Journals of Gay and Safety Project. She also brief- her dream job to be coordinaimportant,” she added.
Lesbian Issues in Education, ly worked for the University tor for the CSGD, but she is
Holmes first founded the where she also worked with of New England in alumni ad- also extremely enthused and
USM Safe Zone Project due other authors on subjects like vancement for three years in pleased with her current job.
to an anti-gay graffiti found the effect of the upbringing between the years she worked
on a group of educational and on a child’s view, the gender for USM. Overall though,
Jessica Pike
Staff Writer

Community
Events

■■ Monday, April 23
Phi Kappa Phi Annual Initiation Ceremony
USM Portland Campus
Glickman Library
Starts: 6 p.m. / Ends: 7 p.m

■■ Tuesday, April 24
Wine Tasting
USM Gorham Campus
Brooks Dining Hall
Starts: 8 p.m. / Ends: 9 p.m.

■■ Wednesday, April 25
Community Meditation
Niraj Yoga
648 Congress St
Starts: 8 a.m. / Ends: 9 a.m.

■■ Thursday, April 26
Mr. USM
USM Gorham Campus
Lower Brooks
Starts: 7 p.m. / Ends: 10 p.m.

■■ Friday, April 27
Symposium on Aging
USM Portland Campus
Abromsom Center
Starts: 8 a.m. / Ends 3 p.m.

■■ Saturday, April 28
Outdoor Farmers’ Market Opening Day
Portland Farmers’ Market
Deering Oaks Park
Starts: 7 a.m. / Ends: 1 a.m.

■■ Sunday, April 29
Party for Planned Parenthood
Goodfire Brewing Co.
219 Anderson St. Unit 6
Starts: 3 p.m. / Edns: 7 p.m.

Want us to include your event?
dionne.smith@usmfreepress.org
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Hip-hop and chess come together as a club
The hip-hop chess club brings people in for games and music
Dionne Smith
Community Editor

Portland is known for being a large pool
for new ideas, artists and creative minds, so
it was the perfect place for James Grant, a
DJ by the name of XHALE, to set up a club
for people that are both hip-hop enthusiasts
and enjoy a good round of chess.
The Hip-Hop Chess Club meets every
third Monday in Local Sprouts Cooperative with Grant at the head of it all. Grant
has done some DJing for the Monday of
the Minds, a community hip-hop showcase,
as well as appearing as a guest DJ for Rap
Night at Aura. Grant says that throughout
the hip-hop community he heard the idea
of a hip-hop chess night bouncing around
and thought it was a great idea. According to Grant, the reason the idea was being
bounced around is because there are other
hip-hop chess clubs in neighboring states
put together by Universal Zulu Nation, a hip
hop awareness group. Grant hopes that they
will have an official affiliation with Univer-

sal Zulu Nation.
When he started working at Local Sprouts
in August he thought it was the perfect place
to set up the club. To get the event going he
first presented it to the other staff. Grant stated that they are always open to new ideas.
They decided to try it, and they offer their
services of food and beverages as the night
goes on. He also talked with people from
Universal Zulu Nation to receive their blessings to take the idea they started and spread
it to Maine. The club is non-profit, so any
money he does make from the club goes directly into buying more chess boards and for
advertising.
Grant originally got his start with music
by learning to play the guitar, eventually
working his way up to recording and songwriting, which lead him to work with digital and electronic production. Roughly five
years ago is when he brought his turntables
and rekindled his previous passion for hiphop he had as a child. He originally began
performing as an MC, but was able to finesse
his DJing through Monday of the Minds.

Dionne Smith / Community Editor
The Hip-Hop Chess Club allows people to come in for free, enjoy a snack and play a game
of chess with their friends, while enjoying hip-hop instrumentals.

“I had a little bit of knowledge beforehand
but I really went in not knowing a whole lot
and through the experience of playing two
events a month I started to get get good at
it and build a following,” Grant said. His
DJing work gained him more fame than
his MCing and he was able to gain an even

and being around people that I love.”
Throughout the night, Grant will play half
of one of his many favorite album’s instrumental tracks, and the other half will be all
his originals. He is aiming to have more
and more of the instrumental songs that are
played be original work. He also offers a

“I had a little bit of knowledge beforehand but I really
went in not knowing a wole lot and through the experience of plaing two events a month I started to get good
at it and build a following.”

- James Grant
Hip-Hop Chess Club DJ

bigger following all together. Grant says he
took a chance with buying his turntables and
he is glad that he took the chance. He it happy to learn more about the hip-hop community and being able to use his skills as a DJ
to put on the Hip-Hop Chess Club nights. “I
see an [DJing] oppertunity and I go hey I can
Dionne Smith / Community Editor do it and I’m always willing to do anything
James Grant, who also goes by DJ XHALE, began the Hip-Hop Chess Club and set it up in I can,” Grant said. “Especially if it’s for any
Local Sprouts Cooperative to serve as a grounds for people who love hip-hop and chess kind og a good cause...I just enjoy helping
the musice scene grow and being apart of it
to come together.

spotlight for local producers and plays their
instrumentals as well. There have only been
three meetings so far but each one has had a
great turnout, though Grant wants to expand
his advertising to try and draw in a younger
audience. “It’s really more of a youth program, trying to give kids something constructive to do and teach them about hip-hop
and music,” Grant said.

Sports
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Tuesday

Tuesday

Friday

Saturday

Saturday

Baseball

Softball

Men’s Lacrosse

vs. UMass. Boston
3:30 p.m.

@ Plymouth St.
3:30 & 5:30 p.m.

@ Keene State
5:00 p.m.

Women’s and
Men’s Track
& Field
LEC
Championship

Women’s
Lacrosee
@ Keene State
1:00 p.m.

Being a student athlete

Balancing athletics and academics
get to make friends, make connections with like minded individuals
and help the transition from highschool to college.”
USM has a long standing tradition
Being a student athlete means also
of athletic and academic excellence.
complying with the athletic departCollege is no walk in the park; classment’s rules and policies as well as
es are long, course work is difficult
the NCAA’s. Students must be in
and professors demand a lot of their
a minimum of twelve credit hours,
students. And so many of the people
first semester student athletes must
that go here are much more than just
pass a minimum of nine credit hours
students, they are full time workers,
and attain a minimum GPA of 1.7
volunteers, parents and athletes.
during the first semester, after the
USM has almost 500 student
first semester student-athletes must
athletes that are enrolled in 44 of
have a minimum cumulative GPA
the 49 majors offered here. This diof 2.0. First year students are also
verse group of hardworking students
expected to attend study table hours
spends hours and hours each week,
for the entire first year. For residencompeting at a collegiate level, all
tial students its four hours a week
while excelling academically, workand for commuter students it’s just
ing within the community and develtwo. This may not seem like a lot but
oping personally and professionally.
the student athletes have to complete
In fact the mission statement for
these study hours in specific areas
the university is as follows:
where they have to check in.
“The USM Department of AthChristina Cracolici is the Asletics provides opportunities for
sistant Director of Athletic Media
student-athletes to realize their full
Relations and has worked for the
potential through a commitment to
school for fourteen years. Cracolici
academics, athletics, personal deloves her work and values the hands
velopment, career development and
on experience and influence she has
service to the community.”
in being a part of
so many student
athletes journey
through college.
“Our student
athletes are great
people, they are
unique people,
they are hard
working. We are
here, the athletic
department
is
here,
because
of them and
we love to see
them achieve,”
Cracolici said.
Of the 490
current student
athletes, the avPhoto courtesy of USM Athletics erage GPA is a
2.93. This fall
Mary Caron, USM graduate, a two-year sotball captain and an academic All-American.
there was a reRiver Plouffe Vogel
Sports Editor

Being a student athlete goes beyond just competing on the field.
The athletic department stresses
these five critical areas and invests
as much time, if not more, in the student athletes academic progress as
they do athletic progress.
Robert Kuech is a faculty member
in the department of education and
faculty athletic representative for
university, which means he serves as
a liaison between students athletes,
the faculty and the NCAA, National
College Athletic Association. Kuech taught at a high school in New
Hampshire for 20 years, and also
taught softball, field hockey, basketball, and was the athletic director for
three years. He has been the faculty
athletic representative for 10 years
now. Kuech spoke directly on the
dynamics of being a student athlete.
“In a number of ways I see it as
very valuable for students coming to
the university. Academically they really need to concentrate on managing their time. They are also required
to do study hours and have semester
check-ins with their professors. Socially it’s also very beneficial, they

Lauren Kennedy / Director of Photography
Student athletes have long been recognized for their achivements in
academics and athletics.

cord number of William B. Wise
scholars, with over 177 student athletes achieving a GPA of 3.0 or higher. The William B. Wise Scholarship
is given to those student athletes
who are enrolled in twelve credits
and have a GPA of 3.0 or higher for
both the spring and fall semester.
Ian Byron is one of the many student athletes who has won the award
multiple times. Byron has since
graduated but was on the men’s
track & field team, cross country and
also played soccer. Byron graduated
with a degree in Exercise Science.
“Being part of the athletic’s here
as USM has been amazing,” Byron said. “I’ve always been a hardworking student but balancing both
school and sports is definitely a chal-

lenge and USM really supported me
through it.”
USM’s nearly 500 athletes, all are
participating voluntarily, and not receiving any financial incentives. If
you are an athlete at a division three
school you have a profound passion
for your sport. It means hours of
practice, traveling, competing, having good communication with your
teacher, and missing out on school
breaks and social activities.
“It’s about developing the whole
person and preparing them for success after they leave,” said Al Bean.
Read the rest online:
usmfreepress.org

